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CLASBORD*
- GRADE B -

NO MORE PAINTING!
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GLASBORD®
cleans up easy!

■ Moistureproof ■ Shatterproof ■ Will not rot or mildew
■ Rustproof ■ Stain resistant ■ Cleans simply/quickly
■ Dentproof ■ Odorfree ■ U.S.D.A. accepted

Glasbord,panel is a tough, semi-rigid wall lining material of fiberglass reinforced plastic
superior to metal and painted finishes It installs easily in any type construction and is
suitable for building new orrefurbishing. Available in a variety of sizes, complete withall accesso-
ries Also available with low smoke development, fire retardant properties Ask about low smoke
Fire-X Glasbord paneling

ACCESSORIES: Vinyl moldings are available They
add to the finished appearance and aid in making a
watertight installation.
Styles -
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You can expand them into solid
furnng strips, masonry walls or
any other rigid backing.OuttMa ConMr CallingCoat

DO IT
YOUR-
SELF
WITH
A
SOIL-
MOVER

LEVEL IT
The cheapest land you can
buy is the land you save by
eliminating low spots There's
a Soilmover with precision
cut and controlled spread for
best results Laser capability
provides pin-point accuracy
Soilmover makes your land its
level bestCome

See Us
At The

PA Farm
Show!
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SCRAPE IT
With your tractor and a
Soilmover, you can keep
feedlots cleaner, handle
manure easier even
build a complete run-
off system or manure-
handling facility
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DAM IT
Create a dam as part of a
runoff control program Build
or repair terraces and do it
all with your tractor and a
Soilmover No one offers a
more complete line of farm-
size scrapers. Soilmover
the Problem Solvers.

3-POINT UNIT

Here’s the newest idea in economy sprayers.
Compact, light-weight, with minimum power
requirements to work with big jobs in small
spaces The MS series operates efficiently with
garden tractors and small diesels. 15-40 h p. It's
ideal for acreages, nurseries, estates, parks and
small truck farms; The MS is suited to a wide
range of uses, but it’s particularly adapted to mos-
quito and fly control. Polypropylene roller pump
feeds the nozzles which eject chemical into jet
stream produced by the centrifugal fan, creating a
high-speed cloud of active ingredient. Available
with 25-gallon tank. Operates from PTO (540
RPM). Category 1 3-point mount.

automatic SPRAYERS
MS MODELS PTO UNITS
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Many Other Models Available!

Modi!
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Hi-Volume ROLLER
for Hi-Volume Savings

MILL

Cut your processing cost, save time with an Automatic
Hi-Volume Grain Blower Mill. Process up to 1800 bu. per
hr. (shelled corn) milo, soybeans, small grain at any
moisture level. Also available with big 11-inch tilting dis-
charge auger reaches 10 feet for convenient delivery and
lateral cross auger. Come in ...let’s talk.

OPTIONS SHOWN:
1. Mill Motor
1. tilting discharge

Migar(AX-S), B|
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AX-13

AX-6
AX-8
TILTING DISCHARGE

LOW PROFILE UNIT.Add optional legs
or auger base pack to get Floor Unit

This is our all-purpose roller mill low enough to mount under
discharge outlets of storage structures options include a
downspout for mounting overhead auger base pack when
discharge auger is required. Discharge auger systems are
available (see auger options) By using the next size larger
motor you can power both mill and discharge auger with one
motor Choose from tilting discharge augers to adapt to any
angle you need Economical and versatile, this mill comes in
three sizes, Models LPM 200, LPM 400 and LPM 600.
COMPLETE UNIT INCLUDES: Basic mill with fast-roll chain
drive, tapered intake hopper, magnet grate, motor mount,
belts, mill and motor pulleys.

automatic LOW PROFILE MILL
AUGER OPTIONS:
a. WUlMoommodat*
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b. sugar
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c, Com—wfth lag kit

AUGER BASEPACK

Models LPM 200,
LPM 400 And
LPM 600

OPTIONS: Mill motor, system control
timers, accessory hopper, flow control
switch, discharge augers, leg kit, ov<|
head kit, scale, meters and timers.


